
Vertical Hydronic Radiators Space saving options with
contemporary good looks

De Longhi Vertical radiators come 
in various heights and widths, with 
their space saving streamlined 
finish they o�er solutions where 
space is a problem.  

Vertical radiators can also o�er 
height options where the 
proportions of a room might better 
suit taller narrow radiators.
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SUPPLIED BY:

FINISHES
High gloss white

COLOUR
Standard white - RAL 9016

MEASUREMENTS
Available in 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 
2200, 2400mm high

Manufactured by:
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Outputs and Dimensions

Tables based on ∆T 60˚C - mean water temperature in radiator of 80°C and room temperature of 20°C.

Radiator outputs to EN442 Standard - NB: 700high sizes available for order (all sizes special order items).

Bottom valve connections to either side of the radiator as standard, refer to above diagram B. The connection centres 
are 30mm in from each outside edge of the radiator.  Take the radiator width “L” then deduct 60mm to get pipe centres 
“I” measurement. 

Centre connection option refer to above diagram A.  Take the radiator width “L” deduct 50mm then divide by 2 to get 
pipe centres “I” measurement.

Instructions for placement of noggins 
for De Longhi linear vertical radiator

Suggested size for noggins; 90mm x 40mm framing timber installed vertically to either side of the radiator and set in 116mm from side of 
radiator.  This will ensure you have suitable fixing for brackets.
NOTE: All measurements shown on diagrams in millimeters (not to scale)

Connection Options

* Please note:  Any product installed in areas of high humidity (including bathrooms, changing rooms, etc) are limited to a 12 month product only warranty
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